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Abstract

Both volcano-tectonic (VTs) and deep long-period earthquakes (DLPs) have been documented at Akutan Volcano, Alaska

and may reflect different active processes. In this study, we perform high-resolution earthquake detection, classification, and

relocation using seismic data from 2005-2017 to investigate their relationship with underlying magmatic processes. We find

that the 2,787 VTs and 787 DLPs are concentrated above and below the shallow magma reservoir respectively. The DLPs’

low-frequency content is likely a source instead of path effect considering its uniformity across stations. Both VT and DLP

swarms occur preferentially during inflation episodes with no clear migration. However, the largest VT swarms occur during

non-inflating periods, and only VT swarms contain repeating events. Therefore, we conclude that the VTs represent fault

rupture triggered by magma/fluid movement or larger earthquakes, while the DLPs are directly related to unsteady magma

movement through a complex pathway or represent slow fault ruptures triggered by magma movement.
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Key Points:7

• Akutan deep long-period earthquakes are likely due to source instead of just path8

or station site effects.9

• Both deep long-period and volcano-tectonic earthquake swarms occur preferen-10

tially during inflation episodes with no clear migration.11

• Moment release of deep long-period earthquake swarms is more strongly correlated12

with inflation episodes than volcano-tectonic earthquakes.13
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Abstract14

Both volcano-tectonic (VTs) and deep long-period earthquakes (DLPs) have been doc-15

umented at Akutan Volcano, Alaska and may reflect different active processes. In this16

study, we perform high-resolution earthquake detection, classification, and relocation us-17

ing seismic data from 2005-2017 to investigate their relationship with underlying mag-18

matic processes. We find that the 2,787 VTs and 787 DLPs are concentrated above and19

below the shallow magma reservoir respectively. The DLPs’ low-frequency content is likely20

a source instead of path effect considering its uniformity across stations. Both VT and21

DLP swarms occur preferentially during inflation episodes with no clear migration. How-22

ever, the largest VT swarms occur during non-inflating periods, and only VT swarms23

contain repeating events. Therefore, we conclude that the VTs represent fault rupture24

triggered by magma/fluid movement or larger earthquakes, while the DLPs are directly25

related to unsteady magma movement through a complex pathway or represent slow fault26

ruptures triggered by magma movement.27

Plain Language Summary28

Volcano eruption forecasting is a challenging task that often requires the decipher-29

ing of processes underlying observed signs of volcanic unrest. As seismometers become30

common monitoring sensors on volcanoes, the recorded ground motion is valuable for31

scientists to study eruption precursors. Earthquakes are commonly observed and gen-32

erally inferred to be associated with stress perturbations in the shallow crust. However,33

earthquakes with predominantly lower-frequency energy are sometimes observed at depth34

and their origin is enigmatic. In this paper, we use the existing catalog of earthquakes35

at Akutan Volcano in Alaska between 2005-2017 as templates to successfully detect more36

earthquakes before locating them with higher precision. We find that the earthquakes37

tend to occur in bursts and during times when surface inflation was also detected due38

to ascending magma. However, only the sizes of the earthquakes with lower-frequency39

energy are strongly correlated with surface inflation. Their waveform characteristics also40

suggest their underlying source mechanism is different from regular earthquakes. There-41

fore, we conclude that these lower-frequency earthquakes are related to unsteady magma42

movement through a complex pathway unlike regular earthquakes which represent sud-43

den fault movements.44

1 Introduction45

Seismometers are the most commonly deployed monitoring sensors on volcanoes46

(Saccorotti & Lokmer, 2021) as exemplified by the seismic networks maintained by the47

Hawaiian (Nakata & Okubo, 2010) and Alaska (Power et al., 2013) volcano observato-48

ries. Over the years, development in volcano seismology has given rise to several successes49

in eruption forecasting. Recent examples include the 1991 Pinatubo (Harlow et al., 1996)50

and 2000 Hekla eruptions (Einarsson, 2018) which were successfully forecasted based on51

precursory increases in seismicity rate. However, seismic anomalies prior to eruptions52

are not always observed, limiting our forecasting ability. For instance, only 30% of re-53

cent eruptions among Alaskan volcanoes have statistically significant precursory increase54

in seismicity rate (Pesicek et al., 2018). Cameron et al. (2018) also found that between55

1989-2017, Alaska Volcano Observatory’s (AVO) forecasting success rate for certain types56

of volcanoes e.g. those with short repose time (<15 years) or small eruption size (Vol-57

canic Explosivity Index of 2 or less) is <20%. Therefore, further advances in our under-58

standing of how seismic activity evolves through eruption cycles and relate to various59

volcanic and magmatic processes at different volcanoes are crucial for improving our abil-60

ity to forecast eruptions (Thelen et al., 2022).61

Earthquake occurrence are often clustered in space and time. The most common62

clustering are mainshock-aftershock sequences where the largest magnitude earthquake63
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(i.e. mainshock) is followed by decaying numbers of smaller earthquakes nearby (i.e. af-64

tershocks), with the magnitude difference between the mainshock and the largest after-65

shock being ∼ 1.2 on average (B̊ath, 1965). Mainshock-aftershock sequences are gen-66

erally thought to reflect a cascade of inter-event stress triggering (Marsan & Lengliné,67

2008). Another type of clustering, where a burst of seismic activity is not associated with68

a clear mainshock, is commonly termed swarms (Mogi, 1963; Roland & McGuire, 2009).69

Swarms occurring on plate boundary fault systems are often inferred to indicate fluid70

diffusion in heterogeneous structures (Nishikawa & Ide, 2017; Ross & Cochran, 2021) or71

aseismic slip in low coupling regions (Nishikawa & Ide, 2018; Peng et al., 2021). In com-72

parison, swarms in volcanic or geothermal regions are often inferred to be related to mi-73

gration of magma (Power et al., 1998; Hensch et al., 2008) or hydrothermal fluids (Shelly74

et al., 2013), though these interpretations can be non-unique. In addition, while the pro-75

portion of swarms versus mainshock-aftershock sequences is thought to be higher in vol-76

canic compared to non-volcanic regions (Benoit & McNutt, 1996), this is still under de-77

bate (Vidale et al., 2006; Traversa & Grasso, 2010; Garza-Giron et al., 2018). Therefore,78

it remains challenging to interpret the physical mechanism underlying bursts of seismic79

activity at volcanic regions.80

Earthquakes recorded at volcanic regions that are rich in high-frequency content81

are usually referred to as volcano-tectonic events (VTs). VTs are commonly observed82

in the shallow crust (e.g. Matoza et al. (2014)) and considered to be related to stress per-83

turbation from processes such as shear failures in volcanic edifice (Chouet & Matoza, 2013)84

or dike propagation (Roman & Cashman, 2006). In contrast, earthquakes that predom-85

inantly radiate low-frequency (1-5 Hz) energy are sometimes found at mid- to lower-crustal86

depths (Power et al., 2004; Kurihara & Obara, 2021) and are known as deep long-period87

events (DLPs). DLPs are characterized by emergent phase arrivals which make them hard88

to detect using traditional earthquake detection methods (Pitt, 2002). Therefore, even89

though it has been observed that eruptions, steam emission and summit inflation are some-90

times preceded by DLPs which points to their potential as eruption precursors (R. A. White,91

1996; Power et al., 2013), these events are not well studied. Various source mechanisms92

for DLPs have been proposed, and generally fall into two categories: 1) DLPs are gen-93

erated near stalled magma e.g. due to thermal stress from magma cooling (Aso & Tsai,94

2014) or volatile release from second boiling (Wech et al., 2020); 2) DLPs are generated95

where there is unsteady fluid movement e.g. due to intermittent magma flow (Ukawa &96

Ohtake, 1987), melt degassing (Melnik et al., 2020) or resonance in fluid-filled cracks (Bean97

et al., 2014). Nevertheless, sometimes it is difficult to even ascertain whether the observed98

waveform characteristics of DLPs are due to source or path effects (Saccorotti & Lok-99

mer, 2021). Deciphering the physical processes underlying DLPs will improve their util-100

ity for volcano monitoring purposes.101

Akutan Volcano is one of the most active volcanoes in the Aleutian Arc with at102

least 27 eruptive episodes reported since 1790 (Miller et al., 1998; Lu & Dzurisin, 2014).103

A network of 14 seismometers has been deployed around the volcano since 1996 and both104

VTs and DLPs have been documented (Power et al., 2004). In addition, based on both105

Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) (Lu et al., 2000; Wang et al., 2018)106

and local Global Positioning System (GPS) (Ji & Herring, 2011; Ji et al., 2017) obser-107

vations, a magma reservoir is inferred to be located at ∼8 km depth with inflation episodes108

every 2-3 years between 2002-2017. Therefore, Akutan Volcano is a promising site to in-109

vestigate the characteristics of DLPs and VTs and their relationship to magmatic pro-110

cesses. In this paper, we analyze 12 years of continuous waveform data at Akutan Vol-111

cano to detect and locate VTs and DLPs using cross-correlation-based template match-112

ing (Gibbons & Ringdal, 2006) and double-difference relocation (Waldhauser & Ellsworth,113

2000). We then characterize their spatiotemporal clustering properties and how their ac-114

tivities relate with the inflation episodes, as well as investigate the underlying cause for115

the waveform characteristics of DLPs.116
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2 Matched filter detection, magnitude estimation, and relocation117

Between November 2005 and December 2017, continuous waveform data from 14118

stations (Fig. 1a) are available from the Incorporated Research Institution for Seismol-119

ogy Data Management Center (IRIS DMC), whereas between 2002-2005, 1-minute event120

waveforms are available (Alaska Volcano Observatory/USGS, 1988). Therefore, we ob-121

tain waveforms of 1785 events from 2002-2017 in the unified catalog of earthquakes pro-122

duced by the AVO (Power et al., 2019) falling in the region of [(53.9°, -166.5°), (54.5°,123

-166.5°), (53.9°, -165.9°), (54.5°, -165.9°)] (Fig. 1). All waveforms are resampled to 50 Hz124

and bandpass filtered 1-15 Hz, and only those with signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) above 2125

are retained for further analysis.126

We apply EQcorrscan, an open-source python package, to perform matched filter127

detection (Chamberlain et al., 2017). By cross-correlating waveforms of template events128

with continuous waveforms across the seismic network, detections are declared when the129

sum of normalized cross-correlations (NCC) exceeds a certain threshold. We use 1,510130

events with distinct (SNR>2) P arrival on the vertical channel or S arrival on the hor-131

izontal channel of more than 4 stations as templates. Template waveforms start from 1s132

before P/S arrivals and have lengths of 7 s. Each template is used to scan through con-133

tinuous data from 2005-2017 (Fig. S1). To improve the stability of the detection pro-134

cess, we split the continuous waveforms into hourly segments with 30 s overlaps and re-135

move traces with excessive gaps or spikes before the template matching process (Warren-136

Smith et al., 2017).137

We use 10 times median absolute deviation (MAD) as a conservative threshold for138

declaring a detection following Hotovec-Ellis et al. (2018). Since the matched filter de-139

tection method mainly detects events with similar waveforms as the templates, our de-140

tections can be limited by the available initial catalog of templates. To quantify this ef-141

fect, we check whether each of our 1278 templates between 2005-2017 was detected from142

continuous waveforms by any other templates using EQcorrscan. We find that 99.61%143

of the templates were successfully detected by another template which suggests that the144

method can detect unique events reasonably well. We further manually inspect new de-145

tections’ waveforms and remove detections with average network NCC that is less than146

0.4 to remove false detections. Finally, for detections with origin time difference of less147

than 2 s, the ones with the lowest NCC values are removed to avoid duplicate (van Wijk148

et al., 2021). We end up with 2,077 newly-detected events.149

For newly-detected events, we estimate their local magnitudes as follow:150

Mdetection = Mtemplate + c ∗ log(α) (1)151

where α is the amplitude ratio between detected and template events while c is a con-152

stant that scales the amplitude-magnitude difference and is approximately 1 (Fig. S2)153

(Schaff, 2008; Shelly et al., 2016). We measure α using principal component analysis on154

7s long waveforms and use the median α value from paired waveforms across all the avail-155

able stations. The magnitude of completeness (Mc) improved from ML 0.1 to ML -0.3156

(Fig. S3) when estimated using the maximum curvature method (Wiemer & Wyss, 2000).157

We then relocate both the catalog (Power et al., 2019) and newly detected events158

using the HypoDD double-difference method (Waldhauser & Ellsworth, 2000). Newly159

detected events are assumed to be co-located with their templates as initial input to Hy-160

poDD. We calculate pick-derived differential arrival times for all event pairs within 10161

km of each other with at least 6 observations. For event pairs with distance less than162

5 km, we derive cross-correlation-derived differential arrival times at each station when163

NCC value of the waveforms is larger than 0.7. The window begins 0.5 s before and con-164

tinue for 1.5 s and 2 s after the P and S-wave arrivals, respectively. We successfully re-165

locate 3,144 events using a 3D velocity model from Syracuse et al. (2015) between Novem-166

ber 2005 and December 2017 (Fig. 1c). We then perform bootstrapping by repeatedly167
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relocating 100 random events using singular value decomposition mode to estimate their168

location uncertainties (Waldhauser & Ellsworth, 2000). On average, we find that the rel-169

ative horizontal and vertical location uncertainties are 0.75 km and 1.07 km respectively.170

3 Earthquake classification171

The long-period (LP) and VT events in the AVO catalog have been manually clas-172

sified (Power et al., 2019), but manual classifications are subjective and can be incon-173

sistent (Matoza et al., 2014). Therefore, we reclassify all events systematically using the174

frequency index (FI) following Buurman and West (2010):175

FI = log10 (Aupper/Alower) (2)176

where Aupper and Alower represent mean spectral amplitudes in the higher and lower fre-177

quency bands respectively. For each event, we calculate the power spectral density spec-178

trum of its vertical component seismograms with a 7 s time window starting from 1 s179

before the P picks, after correcting for instrument response. When P pick is unavailable180

from the catalog, we use the predicted arrival time derived from the event location and181

1-D velocity model (Power et al., 2019). We first calculate FI at each station using 10-182

15 Hz and 1-5 Hz as the Aupper and Alower respectively, since we find that these frequency183

bands allow the FI to most effectively differentiate the VTs and DLPs (Fig. S4). The184

median FI across all available stations is then assigned to each event as their final FI value.185

Figure 1b shows the FI distribution of earthquakes in the AVO catalog, color-coded186

by their manual labels (Power et al., 2019). There is a clear bimodal distribution and187

near the boundary, manual labels can be inconsistent i.e. events with the same FI val-188

ues can have different labels. We select FI of -1.6 as the classification boundary, hence189

259 events with FI lower than -1.6 are classified as LP while the remaining events are190

classified as VT. Newly detected events are classified into the same category as their tem-191

plates. Overall, 561 newly detected events are LPs which is 2 times more than the num-192

ber of LP templates. In comparison, 1,516 newly detected events are VTs which is sim-193

ilar to the number of VT templates. The larger number of new detection relative to the194

available templates for LP events may reflect AVO’s current event detection system be-195

ing less well-optimized for detecting LP events.196

Combined with earthquake spatial distributions (Fig. 1c), we observe that 1) most197

VTs are located beneath the caldera and above the inferred magma reservoir (DeGrandpre198

et al., 2017); 2) there are some VTs located to the west of the caldera that extend down199

to 30 km depth; 3) most LPs are located below the inferred magma reservoir in a region200

with low P wave velocity (Syracuse et al., 2015). We refer to these LPs below the shal-201

low magma reservoir as DLPs.202

4 Earthquake clusters and moment release203

We cluster the LP and VT events above Mc separately following Mogi (1963)’s al-204

gorithm which takes into account 1) the total number of events in a sequence (ET ), and205

2) the empirical relation between maximum number of daily events (Nd) and duration206

of sequence in days (T ):207

Nd > 2×
√
T (3)208

We use ET of 10 as the minimum threshold to define a cluster and iterate through T val-209

ues from 0.5 to 5. For each cluster, we calculate the distance between each clustered earth-210

quake and the largest one. Events located further than 3 times standard deviation from211

the largest earthquake are regarded as outliers and removed. To improve clustering re-212

sults, absolute locations are also used for earthquakes that are not successfully relocated213

(Fig. S5). We finally obtain 8 DLP and 34 VT clusters (Fig. 2c) and further classify each214

cluster as a swarm when 1) the magnitude difference between the largest magnitude event215
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and the following second largest events is less than 1, and 2) the occurrence time of the216

largest event is near/after the middle of the sequence. We find that all DLP and VT clus-217

ters fulfill these criteria and are classified as swarms (Fig. S6). There are no mainshock-218

aftershock sequences detected.219

For each swarm, we estimate its cumulative moment release. The seismic moment220

(M0) of each event is calculated as221

M0 = 101.5∗Mw+9.105 (4)222

where Mw represents an earthquake’s moment magnitude. We obtain each event’s Mw223

by converting their ML following Mw = ML for ML > 3 events (Kanamori & Brod-224

sky, 2004) and Mw = 2/3∗ML+1 for ML ≤ 3 events (Munafò et al., 2016), which ac-225

counts for the expected change in scaling between ML and Mw for smaller earthquakes226

(Deichmann, 2017). Cumulative moment release of a swarm is the sum of M0 for all the227

involved earthquakes.228

5 Discussion229

5.1 Dominant frequency content of DLPs230

As the VTs and DLPs predominantly located in different regions (Fig. 1c), the dif-231

ference in their dominant frequency content could be a result of differences in wave prop-232

agation path with different attenuation effect. Firstly, we investigate whether the lower233

frequency content of DLPs can be a path effect due to the overlying low velocity regions234

(Fig. S7a) with the presence of melt or extensive fracturing (Coté et al., 2010; Bean et235

al., 2014; Clarke et al., 2021). We calculate the FI values of DLPs recorded at the MTBL236

station which is located ∼50 km west of Akutan Volcano (Fig. 1a). We find that their237

FI values remain low (Fig. 3a) and similar to the FI values measured using waveforms238

recorded on the local stations (Fig. 1b). In comparison, deep VTs located a few kilo-239

meters west of the DLP zone recorded on the MTBL station all have higher FI values240

(Fig. 3a-b) despite having similar travel paths (Fig. S7a). Therefore, we conclude that241

the lower frequency content of DLPs at Akutan Volcano is not only a path effect due to242

the overlying structure.243

Subsequently, we investigate whether the lower frequency content of DLPs is a path244

effect due to attenuation in their source region (Fig. S7b). In this case, there should not245

be any VT events in the DLP source region. However, while they do not occur in large246

numbers, we manage to identify ∼60 deep VT events within the DLP source region (Fig.247

3b-c, S8). Time differences between P and S arrivals of the deep VTs are similar to those248

of deep LPs and significantly larger than those of shallow VTs, indicating that these deep249

VTs are not mislocated (Fig. 3c, S8). Hence, the lower frequency content of DLPs at250

Akutan Volcano is unlikely to be only a path effect due to attenuation in their source251

region. Therefore, we conclude that the lower frequency content of DLPs at Akutan Vol-252

cano is most probably a source effect, though we cannot completely rule out the possi-253

bility of kilometer-scale structural heterogeneity with highly variable attenuation effect254

around the DLP source region (Fig. S7c).255

5.2 How VT and DLP swarms relate to inflation episodes256

Earthquake swarms have been found to sometimes coincide with volcanic inflation257

e.g. (Ji et al., 2017). Swarms are considered more likely to occur in volcanic regions than258

mainshock-aftershock sequences due to the presence of hydrothermal fluids or viscous259

flow, which can reduce rocks’ elastic moduli and hence earthquake aftershock produc-260

tivity (Garza-Giron et al., 2018). This is consistent with our findings at Akutan where261

all the clustered VTs and DLPs are swarms instead of mainshock-aftershocks. To inves-262

tigate how VT and DLP relate to magma movements, we analyze temporal correlations263
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between identified swarms and magma inflation at Akutan. Based on GPS measurement264

from November 2005 to December 2017, we manually identify 4 inflation episodes, each265

lasting 5-14 months (Fig. 2), when the inferred Mogi source exhibits a significant vol-266

ume increase (Xue et al., 2020). In total, the inflation episodes span 39 months out of267

the 145 months that our study period encompasses. We find that 3 (73 DLPs) out of the268

8 DLP swarms (179 DLPs) and 13 (225 VTs) out of the 34 VT swarms (541 VTs) oc-269

curred during an inflation episode. That means the rate of DLP and VT swarms are 0.92270

and 4.00 per year (22.46 DLPs/year and 69.23 VTs/year) respectively during the inflat-271

ing periods, which is almost twice the rate of 0.57 and 2.38 per year (12.00 DLPs/year272

and 35.77 VTs/year) during the non-inflating periods (Fig. 2a). Therefore, both DLP273

and VT occurrence are strongly correlated with magma inflation. This finding is rela-274

tively robust, since we find that both DLP and VT swarms rates during inflation episodes275

remain higher than during non-inflating periods even when we do not cluster earthquakes276

or use ET of 5 or 15 instead during the clustering process (Fig. S9-10, Table S1). We277

also find that the proportions of VT and DLP swarms corresponding to surface inflation278

are both 0.38 even though they are located in different regions (Fig. 1c). In addition,279

neither VT nor DLP swarms show clear migration from depth with time (Fig. 2c, Fig.280

S6), which is similar to observations at Makushin Volcano (Lanza et al., 2022). Such event281

migrations at Akutan should have been resolvable since half of all identified swarms span282

at least 5 km spatially (Fig. S6) compared to the earthquake location uncertainty of only283

∼1 km.284

Previous research suggests that cumulative moment release of proximal volcanic285

earthquake swarms in a single swarm can be used as a proxy for intruded magma vol-286

ume (R. White & McCausland, 2016). If this relationship holds for Akutan Volcano, swarms287

occurring during inflation episodes should have larger cumulative moment releases com-288

pared to those occurring during non-inflation periods. We find that the two largest DLP289

swarms in terms of cumulative moment releases indeed occurred during an inflation episode290

(Fig. 2d). The third DLP swarm that occurred during an inflation episode in 2016 have291

comparable cumulative moment releases with the two largest DLP swarms that occurred292

during non-inflation periods. In comparison, the largest VT swarms in terms of cumu-293

lative moment releases do not coincide with inflation episodes (Fig. 2d). We also esti-294

mate the moment release rates of DLP and VT swarms during inflation and non-inflation295

periods (Fig. 2b). We find that the moment release rates of DLP swarms during infla-296

tion periods is 3.88×1013 N·m/year, which is significantly larger than 2.26×1012 N·m/year297

during non-inflation periods. Comparatively, the moment release of VT swarms in in-298

flation periods (1.21×1013 N·m/year) is only slightly higher than that in non-inflation299

periods (1.03×1013 N·m/year). This pattern remains consistent when we use either all300

the events with magnitude above magnitude completeness or ET of 5 and 15 instead dur-301

ing the clustering process (Table S2, Fig. S10). Therefore, it appears that although both302

DLP and VT swarms occur preferentially during inflation episodes, the moment release303

of DLP swarms is more strongly correlated with magma inflation compared to VT swarms.304

5.3 Physical process underlying VT and DLP swarms305

Swarms of VT are commonly inferred to be related to physical processes like dike306

propagation (Roman & Cashman, 2006), fluid diffusion (Yukutake et al., 2011), and aseis-307

mic slip (Yukutake et al., 2022) based on observations of vertical alignment in earthquake308

distributions (Roman & Cashman, 2006), earthquake migration speed that gives reason-309

able diffusivity/permeability estimates (Yukutake et al., 2011), and detections of repeat-310

ing earthquakes (Yukutake et al., 2022). In comparison, DLP swarms have been asso-311

ciated with magma transport based on their low-frequency energy content, non-double-312

couple source moment tensor (Oikawa et al., 2019), and migration path that co-locates313

with estimated magma movement path (Kurihara et al., 2019) or stalled magma at depth314

based on observations of stationary, repeating DLPs that correlate with gas emissions315

(Wech et al., 2020).316
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At Akutan, the VT swarms do not delineate clear planar structures nor show clear317

migration patterns. Therefore, they are unlikely to represent dike propagation. The VT318

events are mostly located within regions with high Vp (Fig. 1c) hence regions without319

pervasive fluids (Yukutake et al., 2015). However, due to the limited spatial resolution320

of the tomography study (Syracuse et al., 2015), it remains possible that these swarms321

were triggered by small-scale fluid diffusion (Igarashi et al., 2003; Hatch et al., 2020). In322

addition, we have identified ”repeating” events with highly similar (NCC>0.9) waveforms323

(Fig. S11) within these swarms, though we could not verify that their rupture areas in-324

deed overlap. Considering that the VT swarms are more likely to occur during inflation325

episodes, they might reflect fault asperities that were driven to failure due to stress load-326

ing from the underlying inflating magma reservoir. However, since many VT swarms,327

including the ones with the largest cumulative moment release, occur during non-inflation328

periods, they are likely also linked to other non-magmatic processes e.g. fluid diffusion329

(Farrell et al., 2009) or triggering by nearby or far-field large earthquakes (Peng et al.,330

2021).331

Repeating DLPs are usually interpreted to reflect a repeating, non-destructive source332

process occurring at the same location, such as rapid pressure changes due to magmatic333

gas passing through cracks (Brill & Waite, 2019; Wech et al., 2020) or resonance of a fixed334

geometry fluid-filled crack (Okubo & Wolfe, 2008). However, out of the ∼600 DLPs at335

Akutan, we only find one pair with NCC value above 0.9 and these two events have FI336

of -1.7 which is close to the boundary of -1.6 that we used to separate LP and VT events.337

Therefore, we conclude that DLPs at Akutan do not reflect a stationary, repeating source338

process. Considering the DLP swarms, especially the ones with the largest cumulative339

moment release, are strongly correlated with inflation episodes and their low-frequency340

content is likely a source effect, we infer that DLPs at Akutan are either directly related341

to unsteady magma movement through a complex pathway (Kurihara et al., 2019) or342

represent slow fault ruptures triggered by magma movement (Bean et al., 2014). In this343

case, the lack of DLP swarms during certain inflation episodes (Fig. 2b) could reflect aseis-344

mic magma movement e.g. magma flow that are too slow to radiate detectable seismic345

energy (Gualandi et al., 2017). DLP swarms occurring outside of inflation episodes with346

smaller cumulative moment release (Fig. 2c) could instead represent magma influxes that347

are too small or too deep to generate surface deformation signal detectable by the ex-348

isting GPS network.349

6 Conclusions350

In conclusion, we detected 2,077 new events at Akutan Volcano by applying tem-351

plate matching on continuous data from 2005-2017. We then systematically classified all352

events into 2,787 VTs and 767 LPs based on their frequency index. After waveform-based353

double difference relocation, we find that the VTs and DLPs are primarily distributed354

above and below the shallow magma reservoir (10 km depth) respectively. The low-frequency355

content of DLPs is relatively uniform across the seismic network hence is likely a source356

instead of path or site effect. After clustering both VTs and DLPs based on their interevent357

time, distance and magnitude, we find that they both only occur as swarms instead of358

mainshock-aftershock sequences. In addition, while they occur asynchronously with no359

clear depth migration, both DLP and VT swarms occur preferentially with greater mo-360

ment release during inflation episodes. However, the largest VT swarms in terms of cu-361

mulative moment releases do not coincide with inflation episodes and only VT swarms362

contain repeating events. Therefore, we infer that the VT swarms likely reflect fault slips363

triggered by magma inflation, fluid diffusion or larger earthquakes. In contrast, we in-364

fer that the DLP swarms are either directly related to unsteady magma movement through365

a complex pathway or represent slow fault ruptures triggered by magma movement.366

–8–
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Open Research367

A unified catalog of earthquake hypocenters and magnitudes at Alaska volcanoes368

during 1989-2018 from Power et al. (2019) is used for this research, which is available369

at https://doi.org/10.3133/sir20195037. Using IRIS Data Services, waveforms and re-370

lated metadata from Alaska Volcano Observatory and Alaska Regional Network can be371

accessed at https://doi.org/10.7914/SN/AK and https://doi.org/10.7914/SN/AV.372
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Figure 1. Map view of Akutan volcano along with earthquake distribution. (a) Topography

of Akutan Island with cross section from A to B showing location of panel c. Squares represent

seismometers used in this study with yellow ones highlighting sites with two co-located seismome-

ters. The inset shows the location of Akutan Volcano in Alaska. (b) FI distribution for 2002-2017

earthquakes with dashed line indicating the threshold of -1.6 used to separate different earth-

quake types in our study. Colors represent different labels assigned by analysts, i.e. light grey

represents VTs while red represents LPs. (c) P wave velocity anomalies across Akutan Volcano

(Syracuse et al., 2015) overlain by relocated seismicity during 2005-2017. Earthquakes are classi-

fied as VTs and LPs using FI which are represented by black and purple dots respectively. Green

ellipse marks the deformation source estimated by DeGrandpre et al. (2017).
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Figure 2. Properties of earthquake swarms at Akutan Volcano from 2005 to 2017. Average

occurrence rates (a) and moment release rates (b) of clustered DLPs and VTs during inflation

and non-inflation periods. (c) Temporal evolution of earthquake depths. Purple and gray dots

represent DLPs and VTs, respectively. Gray curves represent volume changes of deformation

source as calculated by Xue et al. (2020). Shaded areas mark inflation episodes. (d) Cumulative

moment release of earthquake swarms. Purple and gray dots are DLP and VT swarms, respec-

tively.
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Figure 3. FI analysis on deep VT and DLP earthquakes. (a) FI measured at station MTBL

for DLPs and deep VTs to the west of the caldera, with their spatial boundaries outlined by blue

and yellow boxes in panel b. (b) Seismicity distribution during 2005-2017 are shown by gray dots.

VT detections within the DLP source region are highlighted by black stars. Purple, blue, and

yellow dots show locations of DLP, deep and shallow VTs in panel c; (c) Representative wave-

forms of DLP (purple), deep (blue) and shallow (yellow) VTs recorded by the same local station

at vertical and radial channels; black vertical lines indicate phase arrivals.
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Figure S1. Data availability of stations used for matched filter detections. Red and green

lines represent short-period and broad-band seismometers respectively.

Figure S2. The scaling between observed amplitude ratio and catalog magnitude difference

for earthquake templates.
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Figure S3. Comparison of earthquake catalogs. (a) Cumulative number of earthquakes in

the AVO catalog (Power et al., 2019) and our catalog with template matching detections. (b)

Magnitude-frequency distribution of earthquakes at Akutan during 2005-2017. Dashed lines show

catalog Mc estimated by max-curvature method (Wiemer & Wyss, 2000).
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Figure S4. Calibrations for frequency bands selection. Purple and gray lines show stacked

spectra for 5 largest LP and VT events during 2005-2017, respectively. The upper and lower

frequency bands are highlighted by gray and purple zones.

Figure S5. Earthquake distributions at Akutan from 2005-2017. Relocated hypocenters from

HypoDD are represented by grey dots. Absolute hypocenters from AVO catalog for earthquakes

that were not successfully relocated are depicted by red dots.
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Figure S6. Magnitude-time and depth-time evolution of clustered earthquakes classified as

swarms. Purple and black dots represent DLP and VT events respectively.
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Figure S7. Illustration of three possible path effects: (a) strongly-attenuating region overlying

the DLP sources; (b) strongly attenuating region surrounding DLP sources; (c) highly hetero-

geneous distribution of strongly-attenuating regions around the DLP sources. Solid and dashed

lines represent inferred paths with weaker and stronger attenuation effects respectively.
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Figure S8. Sample waveforms for earthquakes at Akutan Volcano. (a) Seismicity distributions

during 2005-2017 are shown by gray dots. Blue boundaries highlight the DLP source region.

Purple, blue, and yellow dots show locations of DLPs, deep and shallow VTs respectively, with

corresponding waveforms at station AKMO shown in panel (b), (c), and (d). Black vertical lines

in panel (b), (c) and (d) indicate time of manually picked phase arrivals (Power et al., 2019).

Numbers listed in panel (b), (c), and (d) show FI of waveforms.
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Figure S9. Magnitude-time evolution of clustered seismicity using ET thresholds of 5 (a), 10

(b), and 15 (c). Black dots represent VTs while purple dots are DLPs. Shaded regions highlight

selected inflation episodes. Gray lines show volume changes of deformation source derived by

Xue and Freymueller (2020).
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Figure S10. Event rates and moment release rates of clustered DLPs (purple) and VTs (grary)

during inflation (I) and non-inflation (N) periods using ET thresholds of 5 (a, d) and 15 (c, f).

In comparison, event rates and moment release rates of all the DLPs and VTs above magnitude

completeness are also shown in (c) and (f).

Figure S11. (a) Distribution of seismicity at Akutan are shown by gray dots. Colors are coded

by different families of repeating VTs. (b) Sample waveforms in a single repeating VT family at

the same local station.
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